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Proper brake maintenance is key for safe
vehicle operation and for preventing brake system
malfunction. This kit contains the same quality products
professional technicians rely on when they do a brake job. Each
NAPA/CRC product is individually engineered to clean & protect
specific brake components for maximized performance.
CRC’s Professional Brake Service Kit is a necessary companion to the
hard parts you’ll need when servicing your brakes. This kit provides
the performance chemicals required for a complete professional
brake job, every time. PLUS, you get a FREE 4-pack of CRC Nitrile
Technician gloves inside!

#095050 Brakleen® 50-State Formula
with PowerJet™ Technology

#091444 Disc Brake Quiet Polymer

Strongest 50-State formula on the market
quickly removes brake fluid, grease and
oil from brake and wheel parts.

Water-resistant, high-temp film instantly
absorbs vibrations and quiets disc brake
noise. For use on back of non-shimmed
disc pads.

#05080 De-Squeak™ Conditioning
Treatment

#SL3301 Synthetic Brake
& Caliper Grease

Fills grooves in friction surfaces for
smoother braking & eliminates noise.

Synthetic grease prevents caliper
binding, vibration and corrosion.
Contains molybdenum, PTFE and
graphite for extreme temperatures.

#05002 Freeze-Off® Super Penetrant
Freezing effect cracks rusted surfaces
allowing solvent to penetrate faster and
lubricate more effectively.

#SL3190 Sta-Plex™ E.P. Premium
Red Grease
Excellent E.P., high-temp grease won’t
melt or sling out of wheel bearings.

FREE CRC Nitrile Technician Gloves!
Free 4-pack of nitrile gloves to protect
your hands from chemicals, nicks & cuts
and keep them clean while servicing
your brakes!

Monthly Maintenance Reminders:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Check battery for signs of dirt or corrosion
Ensure all lights (head/taillights, interior) are working properly
Troubleshoot any noises from engine or undercar
Inspect windshield wipers for proper window contact
Check tire pressure to ensure proper levels
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youtube.com/iusecrc
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ATTENTION:
Review vehicle manufacturer specifications prior
to disassembly / reassembly of brake system.

Quick Tips
Remember to
apply parking brake,
put car in gear
& chock wheels.
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Always tighten
wheel lugs in a
5-star pattern.

❖
Remember to wear
CRC Nitrile Gloves to
protect hands from
chemicals, nicks & cuts
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❖
Always replace
brake parts
in axle sets.
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❖ Always follow

NAPA0410MK-15M

manufacturer’s
specifications when
servicing brakes and
selecting parts such as
friction materials (pads),
rotors, calipers, fluid, etc.

